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INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider the question of existence of a positive solution
as well as multiplicity results for the semilinear problem
(P*) &2u+*u= f (x, u) u, x # RN,
where *>0 is a parameter and f # C(RN_R+, R+) satisfies the following
conditions (precise conditions will be stated in Section 1):
lim
s  0
f (x, s)=0, uniformly in x; (0.1)
f (x, s) is a nondecreasing function of s on [0, ), for
all x # RN, and there are functions g # C(RN, R+) and
h # C(R+, R+) with
lim
s  
f (x, s)= g(x), lim
|x|  
f (x, s)=h(s),
lim
|x|  , s  
f (x, s)=l # (0, ). (0.2)
Under these conditions (P*) is an asymptotically linear problem. When this
equation is considered in a bounded domain 0/RN (with, say, the
Dirichlet boundary condition) there is a large literature on existence and
multiplicity results. Of particular interest is then the case of resonance,
where &* # _(S) and S is the asymptotic linearization of the problem. In
other words, S: D(S)/L2 (0)  L2 (0) is the operator given by
Su(x)=&2u(x)& g(x) u(x), D(S)=H 10 (0) & H
2 (0). (0.3)
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In this case, the question of existence of solutions is more delicate (we refer
the reader to the landmark papers [1, 3, 19, 24] as well as [2, 5, 717, 23,
25, 26, 2832, 34] and references therein). Of course, since 0 is bounded,
_(S) consists of a countable set of eigenvalues with finite multiplicities and,
therefore, resonance is a rather rare phenomenon.
On the other hand, to our knowledge, very little has been done when
0=RN, i.e., in the case of problem (P*). One of the difficulties in this case
is the fact that the spectrum of the operator S includes an essential part,
namely [&l , ), so that one has to deal with a much more complicated
resonant set. The other difficulty in dealing with such problems in RN is the
lack of compactness exhibited by the corresponding energy functional, say,
as measured by the well-known PalaisSmale condition. One study in this
direction is the recent paper of Stuart and Zhou [33], where the authors
consider (P*) with f =f ( |x|, s), under essentially conditions (0.1), (0.2)
above. Then, by working in the class of radially symmetric functions and
using a weaker version, due to Cerami [6], of the PalaisSmale condition,
they are able to exploit the one-dimensional nature of the problem. More
precisely, in the case of radial symmetry the main difficulty lies in showing
boundedness of ‘‘almost critical’’ sequences since then, by virtue of the
compact embedding of H 1r (R
N) into L p (RN), 2p<2N(N&2), N3
(2p<, N=1, 2), it is easy to see that such sequences are indeed
precompact. As a consequence, by assuming radial symmetry, Stuart and
Zhou prove Cerami compactness for the energy functional at every energy
level. Furthermore, using this compactness result, they show the existence
of a radially symmetric positive solution of the problem for a certain range
of *>0.
In the present paper we do not assume that f (x, s) is radially symmetric
and, therefore, our methods are different from those used in the essentially
one-dimensional approach of [33]. Nevertheless, we have adopted some of
the ideas in [33], mainly the use of the (theoretically) weaker compactness
condition of Cerami, as opposed to the usual PalaisSmale condition.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 1 we introduce
the variational framework and study the Cerami compactness condition. In
fact, following [33], we first define
4=inf {| [|{u| 2& g(x) u2] dx } u # H 1(RN), | u2 dx=1= .
It is easily seen that if (P*) has a solution then, necessarily, one has *<|4|,
so that we assume 0<*<|4| throughout the paper. Furthermore, by
exploiting results for linear eigenvalue problems in RN, and by systemati-
cally using the concentration-compactness method of Lions [21, 22], we
are able to show that Cerami compactness holds true for a certain range of
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energy values of the corresponding functional. In Section 2 we prove our
main existence result (Theorem 2.4) and establish the existence of a positive
solution of (P*) for all 0<*<|4|. This is done by first finding a candidate
for a critical level through the use of the mountain-pass theorem. Then,
under an additional condition on f (x, s), a comparison argument with the
problem at infinity is used to show that our candidate level is indeed in the
range where Cerami compactness holds true, thus allowing the application
of critical point theorems. It is worth noting that, since 4 is the bottom of
the spectrum of S and _ess (S)=[&l , ) (see [4]), we have 4&l
and so, if 0<*<|4|, it may very well happen that &* # _(S). Never-
theless, our existence result (like the radially symmetric case [33]) is irre-
spective of whether or not the problem is at resonance. Finally, in Section 3
we consider the question of existence of multiple solutions when f (x, s) is
an even function of s. Our main tool in this section is a variant of an
abstract critical point theorem for even functionals. The results in this case
are inspired by and complement those of Li in [20], which were obtained
for superlinear problems.
1. VARIATIONAL FRAMEWORKTHE CERAMI CONDITION
In this section we consider the question of finding positive solutions of
the equation
(P*) &2u+*u= f (x, u) u, x # RN,
where *>0 is a parameter and the function f satisfies the following condi-
tions:
( f1) f # C(RN_R+, R+), lims  0 f (x, s)=0, uniformly in x;
( f2) For all x # RN, f (x, s) is a nondecreasing function of s on [0, )
and there exists a function g # C(RN, R+) such that
lim
s  
f (x, s)= g(x), uniformly in x;
( f3) There exists a function h # C(R+, R+) such that
lim
|x|  
f (x, s)=h(s), uniformly in s;
( f4) lim |x| , s   f(x, s)=lims   h(s)=lim |x|   g(x)=l # (0, ).
( f5) f (x, s)lim |x|   f (x, s)=h(s) for all x # RN, s # R+ and f(x, s)
>h(s) for x # |, s # R+, where |/RN is a set of positive measure.
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Remark 1.1. It is clear that g # C(RN) & L (RN), h # C(R+) & L (R+),
and
0 f (x, s) g(x)<.
Also, a simple regularity argument [33, Theorem 2.2] shows that, in fact,
a solution u # H1 (RN) of (P*) belongs to W 2, p (RN) & C1 (RN) for all p2,
so that
lim
|x|  
u(x)=0, lim
|x|  
{u(x)=0.
Throughout this section we will assume, without loss of generality, that
f (x, s) and h(s) are defined for all s # R and f (x, s)=h(s)=0 for s0. We
will find positive solutions of (P*) as critical points of the corresponding
energy functional
I* (u)= 12 &u&
2
*&| F(x, u) dx, u # H1 (RN), (1.1)
where F(x, s) :=s0 f (x, t) t dt and &u&
2
* := |{u|
2 dx+*  u2 dx defines a
norm equivalent to the usual norm in H1 (RN). Also, unless stated
otherwise, all integrals are understood as taken over all of RN.
It should be noted that, since clearly 0F(x, s)C(s+)2, it follows that
I* is a C1 functional on H1 (RN), and its critical points are weak solutions
of (P*). In particular, if u is a critical point of I* then
0=(I$* (u), u&)=| {u } {u& dx+* | uu& dx&| f (x, u) uu& dx
=| |{u&| 2 dx+* | |u&|2 dx=&u&&2* ,
where u&=min[0, u]. Therefore, we necessarily have u0. In order to
establish the existence of a nonzero critical point of I* we use the following
variant of the mountain-pass theorem (see [27]):
Proposition 1.2. Let H be a Hilbert space and I # C1 (H, R) satisfy the
conditions
(a) _\, :>0 such that I(u)0 for &u&\ and I(u): for &u&=\;
(b) I(0)=0 and there exists e # H with &e&>\ and I(e)<0.
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Let 1=[# # C([0, 1], H ) | #(0)=0, I(#(1))<0] and define
c := inf
# # 1
sup
0t1
I(#(t)).
If the functional I satisfies the Cerami compactness condition at the level c,
then there exists u # H such that I(u)=c:, I$(u)=0.
We recall that I # C 1 (H, R) is said to satisfy the Cerami condition at the
level c # R, (Ce)c , if any sequence (un) such that
I(un)  c, (1+&un&) &I$(un)&  0
possesses a convergent subsequence.
In the rest of this section we show that the functional I* defined in (1.1)
satisfies condition (Ce)c when c # R is suitably restricted. In the next section
we consider the geometric conditions of the mountain-pass theorem (condi-
tions (a) and (b) above). As in [33] we define
4=inf {| [|{u| 2& g(x) u2] dx } u # H1 (RN), | u2 dx=1= . (1.2)
As is well known (see [4]), 4=inf _(S), where _(S) is the spectrum of the
operator S: D(S)/L2 (RN)  L2 (RN) defined by
Su(x)=&2u(x)& g(x) u(x), D(S)=H 2 (RN). (1.3)
Since the essential spectrum of S is _ess (S)=[&l , ), we have
&| g|4 &l<0. (1.4)
We start with two preliminary technical lemmas which will be used in the
proof of our first compactness result, Proposition 1.5.
Lemma 1.3. Under condition ( f1), assume that lim |x|  , s   f (x, s)=
l # R and let (vn)/H1 (RN), (tn)/R+ be sequences satisfying
(i) vn ( v, vn (x)  v(x) for some v # H1 (RN);
(ii) tn   and I$* (tnvn)tn  0 as n  .
Then, any sequence ( yn)/RN for which yn+B1 v
2
n dx:>0 is necessarily
bounded.
Proof. Let ( yn)/RN be such that yn+B1 v
2
n dx:>0 and assume that
| yn |   (for some subsequence still denoted by yn). Defining
v~ n (x)=vn (x+ yn)
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we clearly have &v~ n&*=&vn&* , B1 v~
2
n dx:, so that, for some 0{v~ #
H1 (RN),
v~ n ( v~ in H 1 (RN)
v~ n (x)  v~ (x) a.e.
On the other hand, given , # C 0 (R
N) and keeping (ii) in mind, we have
| ({v~ n } {,+*v~ n,) dx&| f (x+ yn , tnvn (x+ yn)) vn (x+ yn) , dx
=| ({vn } {,n+*vn,n) dx&| f (x, tnvn (x)) vn,n dx
=I$* (tnvn)tn , ,n=o(1),
where ,n (x)=,(x& yn). Therefore, noticing that we have
f (x+ yn , tn vn (x+ yn)) vn (x+ yn)  l v~ + (x) a.e.
in view of our hypothesis and the fact that | yn |   and tn  , it follows
from Lebesgue’s theorem that
| ({v~ } {,+*v~ ,) dx&| lv~ +, dx=0
and, hence, v~ =v~ +0 is a weak solution of &2v+*v=l v. By elliptic
regularity, it follows that v~ # H2 (RN) and v~ is an eigenfunction of the
operator &2: H2 (RN)/L2 (RN)  L2 (RN), with eigenvalue l&*. Since
v~ {0, this contradicts the fact that &2 has no point spectrum. Thus, the
given sequence ( yn) is bounded. K
Lemma 1.4. Under condition ( f1), assume that lims   f (x, s)= g(x) #
C(RN, R+), lim inf |x|   g(x)=l # R, and let (vn)/H1 (RN), (tn)/R+ be
sequences satisfying
(i) vn ( v, vn (x)  v(x) for some v # H1 (RN);
(ii) I$* (tn vn)tn  0.
If tn   then either v=0 or *=&4.
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Proof. We will assume that v{0 and conclude that necessarily *=&4.
Indeed, using (ii) we obtain for arbitrary , # C 0 (R
N) that
| ({vn } {,+*vn,) dx&| f (x, tnvn) vn , dx=I$* (tn vn)tn , ,=o(1),
so that Lebesgue’s theorem together with (i) and the fact that tn  
yields
| ({v } {,+*v,) dx&| g(x) v+, dx=0.
It follows that v=v+0 is a weak solution of &2v+*v= g(x) v. We con-
clude by the maximum principle that v(x)>0 for all x # RN and, by elliptic
regularity, that v # H2 (RN) is a solution of
Sv=&*v, (1.5)
where S is the operator defined in (1.3). In other words, v is a principal
eigenfunction of S with principal eigenvalue &*. In particular, we have
4&* (1.6)
in view of the definition of 4 (cf. (1.2)). Recalling also that 4 &l by
(1.4), we consider the two cases:
Case 1: 4<&l .
Case 2: 4=&l .
In Case 1 it follows that 4 is the principal eigenvalue of S, so that
necessarily 4=&*.
In Case 2 we have 4=&l&* and, again, we show that 4=
&l=&*. Indeed, if 4=&l< &* we define $ :=(l&*)2>0 and let
R1>0 be such that
g(x)l&$ for all |x|R1 , (1.7)
and pick R2>R1 sufficiently large so that
0<+1
$
2
, (1.8)
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where +1 is the first eigenvalue of &2 on the annulus A=[x | R1<
|x|<R2] with Dirichlet boundary condition. Letting >0 denote a corre-
sponding eigenfunction, we obtain from (1.5), (1.7) that
|
A
(&2v)  dx=|
A
(g(x)&*) v dx$ |
A
v dx. (1.9)
On the other hand, since =0 on A and n <0 on A (by Hopf’s bound-
ary point lemma), we use Green’s identity
|
A
(&2v)  dx=|
A
(&2) v dx+|
A
v

n
dx&|
A

v
n
dx
to conclude that
|
A
(&2v)  dx+1 |
A
v dx;
hence
|
A
(&2v)  dx
$
2 |A v dx,
in view of (1.8), which is a clear contradiction to (1.9). Therefore, we must
also have 4=&* in Case 2. The proof of Lemma 1.4 is complete. K
Proposition 1.5. Assume conditions ( f1)( f4) and suppose that (un) is a
Cerami sequence at a level c>0 for the functional I* . Then (un) is bounded
provided that *{&4.
Proof. We argue by contradiction and suppose that (un) is a Cerami
sequence at some level c>0 with &un&*  . Define vn=2 - c (un &un&*).
Then &vn &*=2 - c and there exists v # H1 (RN) such that
(a) vn ( v, vn (x)  v(x)
(b) vn  v in L ploc (R
N) for any 2p<2*, where 2*=2N(N&2) if
N3 and 2*=+ if N=1, 2.
Furthermore, without loss of generality, we can assume that
&un&* &I$* (un)&
1
n
. (1.10)
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Then, (1.10) and ( f2) imply (cf. [33, p. 1752]) that
I* ({un)
1+{2
2n
+I* (un)
for all {>0 and n # N. Since vn={n un , where {n=2 - c&un&*  0, we
obtain
I* (vn)I* (un)+o(1)=c+o(1). (1.11)
Claim: v{0.
In order to prove the claim we consider the concentration function of
|vn |2,
Qn (t)= sup
y # RN
|
y+Bt
|vn | 2 dx, t>0.
Now, if lim Qn (t0)=0 for some t0>0, a result of Lions [21, 22] yields
vn  0 in L p (RN) for any 2<p<2*. Since ( f1), ( f2) imply
F(x, s) 12 f (x, s) s
2, (1.12)
| f (x, s) s2|=s2+C(=, q) sq (1.13)
for any x # RN, s # R, =>0, and 2<q<2*, it follows that
| F(x, vn) 12 | f (x, vn) v2n dx 12 = |vn | 22+C(=, q) |vn | qq=o(1);
hence
I* (vn)= 12 &vn&
2
*&| F(x, vn)2c+o(1),
which contradicts (1.11) since c>0.
Therefore, we can assume that (up to a subsequence) we have
Qn (1)>:>0
for some :>0 and all n # N. It follows, for some sequence ( yn)/RN, that
|
yn+B1
|vn | 2 dx:>0.
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And, in view of (1.10), by taking tn=&un&* 2 - c we have that tn   and
&I$* (tnvn)&=&I$* (un)&  0. So, we can apply Lemma 1.3 to conclude that
( yn) is bounded, say | yn |R for some R>0. Thus, we obtain
|
BR+1
|vn |2 dx:>0
and, since vn  v in L2 (BR+1) by (b), it follows that
|
BR+1
|v| 2 dx:>0.
This shows that v{0 and proves the claim.
Finally, since v{0 and *{&4, an application of Lemma 1.4 shows
that we cannot have tn=&un&* 2 - c  . The proof of Proposition 1.5 is
complete. K
Next, recalling the definition of the function h(s) in ( f3), we consider the
functional
I * (u)=
1
2 &u&
2
*&| H(u) dx, u # H1 (RN), (1.14)
where H(s)=s0 h(t) t dt and the subset M

* /H
1 (RN) given by
M* ={u{0 | (I* $(u), u) =&u&2*&| h(u) u2 dx=0= . (1.15)
We also define
0<m* = inf
u # M*

I * (u) [m

* =+ if M

* =<]. (1.16)
We are now ready to state and prove our main compactness result.
Theorem 1.6. Assume ( f1)( f4). If 0<*<|4| then the functional I*
satisfies the Cerami condition (Ce)c for all 0<c<m* .
Proof. Let (un) be a Cerami sequence at the level c # (0, m* ):
I* (un)= 12 &un&
2
*&| F(x, un) dx  c<m* (1.17)
(I$* (un), ,)=| ({un } ,+*un,) dx&| f (x, un) un, dx=o(1) &,&. (1.18)
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Then, (&un&*) is bounded in view of Proposition 1.5, so that we can apply
the concentrationcompactness lemma of Lions to \n :=|{un |2+* |un |2.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that
|
RN
\n dx=&un &2*  :>0.
We will consider each of the three possibilities that can occur:
1. Vanishing: limn   supy # RN y+Bt ( |{un |
2+* |un |2) dx=0 \t>0;
In this case, as we saw in the proof of Proposition 1.5, we have un  0 in
L p (RN) for any 2<p<2*, from which we conclude that (see (1.12), (1.13))
lim
n   | F(x, un) dx= limn   | f (x, un) u
2
n dx=0. (1.19)
By taking ,=un in (1.18) and using (1.19) it follows that
o(1)=(I$* (un), un) =&un&
2
*&| f (x, un) u2n dx=&un&2*+o(1),
which is a contradiction.
2. Dichotomy: There exists 0<:0<: such that, for any given =>0,
there are R>0 and sequences ( yn)/RN, (Rn)/R+, with R<R1 , Rn<
Rn+1  +, such that
:0&=<|
|x& yn| R2
( |{un |2+* |un |2) dx<:0+=, (1.20)
|
|x& yn|3Rn
( |{un |2+* |un |2) dx>:&:0&=, (1.21)
and, in particular,
|
R2|x& yn| 3Rn
( |{un | 2+* |un | 2) dx<2=+o(1); (1.22)
Picking ‘ # C 0 (R
N), ‘(x)=1 for |x|1, ‘(x)=0 for |x|2, and .=1&‘,
set
u1n=‘ \ } & ynR + un , u2n=. \
} & yn
Rn + un .
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Then, since 0F(x, s)Cs2, we obtain from (1.22) that
I* (un)=I* (u1n)+I* (u
2
n)++(=), (1.23)
where +: R+  R is a function satisfying +(=)  0 as =  0. Furthermore,
o(1)=(I$* (un), u
1
n)=| ({un } {u1n+*unu1n) dx&| f (x, un) unu1n dx
=&u1n &
2
*&| f (x, u1n)(u1n)2 dx+o(1)++(=);
hence
&u1n &2*&| f (x, u1n)(u1n)2 dx=o(1)++(=). (1.24)
Similarly, we obtain
&u2n &
2
*&| f (x, u2n)(u2n)2 dx=o(1)++(=). (1.25)
We now consider the following two cases:
Case 1: ( yn)/RN is bounded.
Then, the support of the sequence (u2n) goes to infinity and, by ( f3), we
have
| f (x, u2n)(u2n)2 dx=| h(u2n)(u2n)2 dx+o(1).
Therefore, in view of (1.25), we obtain
(I * $(u
2
n), u
2
n)=&u
2
n &
2
*&| h(u2n)(u2n)2 dx=o(1)++(=). (1.26)
Similarly, we have
| F(x, u2n) dx=| H(u2n) dx+o(1),
so that
I* (u2n)=I

* (u
2
n)+o(1). (1.27)
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Now, using (1.26), simple calculations (as done in [18, p. 349]) then show
that
w2n :=u
2
n (_nx) # M

*
for some _n=(1&+(=))12+o(1). In particular, it follows that M * {< in
case dichotomy occurs, and we have
I * (w
2
n)=_
&N
n (_
2
n&1)| |{u2n | 2 dx+(_&Nn &1) I * (u2n)+I * (u2n).
Using (1.27) and the fact that I * (u
2
n) is bounded (since &u
2
n&* is bounded),
we obtain
I* (u2n)I

* (w
2
n)&+(=)&o(1)m

* &+(=)&o(1). (1.28)
As for the sequence (u1n), using (1.24) and (1.12) we have
I* (u1n)=
1
2&u
1
n&
2
*&| F(x, u1n) dx
= 12 | f (x, u1n)(u1n)2 dx&| F(x, u1n) dx+o(1)++(=)o(1)++(=),
so that
I* (u1n)o(1)++(=). (1.29)
Finally, (1.28), (1.29), and (1.23) yield
I* (un)m* ++(=)+o(1) (1.30)
which contradicts (1.17) for = small and n large.
It should be noted that, in case f (x, s) is independent of x then, as was
done above for u2n , one can show that w
1
n :=u
1
n (_n x) # M

* with _n=
(1&+(=))12+o(1) and
I* (u1n)I

* (w
1
n)&+(=)&o(1)m

* &+(=)&o(1),
which gives
I* (un)2m* &+(=)&o(1)
and yields a contradiction to (1.17) even if we assume that the original
Cerami sequence is at a level c<2m* .
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Case 2: ( yn)/RN is not bounded.
Then, passing to a subsequence if necessary, we can assume that
| yn |  . In this case the support of (u1n) is going to infinity and, repeating
the same arguments above with the roles of u1n and u
2
n reversed, we again
get a contradiction.
3. Compactness: There exists yn # RN such that for every =>0 there
is R>0 with
|
RN"BR( yn)
( |{un |2+* |un |2) dx<=. (1.31)
As in the case of dichotomy, we can show that if (for some subsequence)
| yn |  , we get a contradiction to I* (un)  c<m* (note that if c=m

*
and f (x, s)=h(s) is independent of x, then | yn |   cannot be ruled out).
Therefore, ( yn)/RN is a bounded sequence and, for every =>0, we can
find R >0 such that
|
RN"BR
( |{un |2+* |un |2) dx<=. (1.32)
But then, since un ( u for some u # H1 (RN), we get that un  u in L p (RN),
2p<2*. And, since the estimate | f (x, s)|C1+C2 |s|:, 2<:<2*
implies that
| f (x, un)(un)2  | f (x, u) u2 dx,
we easily conclude from (I$* (un), u&un) =o(1) that un  u in H
1 (RN).
The proof of Theorem 1.6 is complete. K
Remark 1.7. As was already noted in the above proof of Theorem 1.6,
the same proof implies the following result in the case that f (x, s) is inde-
pendent of x: ‘‘If (un) is a Cerami sequence for I* at the level c=m* , then
there exists ( yn)/RN such that u~ n ( } )=un ( } + yn) has a convergent sub-
sequence.’’
2. EXISTENCE OF A POSITIVE SOLUTION
We start considering the geometric conditions (a) and (b) of Propo-
sition 1.2.
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Proposition 2.1. Assume conditions ( f1)( f4) and 0<*<|4|. Then:
(a) There exists \(*), :(*)>0 such that I* (u):(*) if &u&*=\(*)
and I* (u)0 for &u&*\(*);
(b) There exists e* # H1 (RN) such that &e* &*>\(*) and I* (e*)0.
Proof. (a) This is standard. For the convenience of the reader we
provide a proof. Let == 14 min[1, *] and pick C=>0 such that
0F(x, s) 12 f (x, s) s
2=s2+C=s2*.
It follows by Sobolev’s inequality that
| F(x, u) dx= |u| 22+C= |u| 2*2*= |u| 22+C &u&2** ,
where C=C(=, N). Therefore, we obtain the lower estimate
I* (u)= 12 &u&
2
*&| F(x, u) dx( 14&C &u&2*&2* ) &u&2*
for any u # H1 (RN), which clearly proves (a).
(b) Given 0{u # H1 (RN), we consider the function p: R+  R
defined by
p(t)=I* (tu)= 12 t
2 &u&2*&| F(x, tu) dx. (2.1)
Then we have
p$(t)=(I$* (tu), u) =t _&u&2*&| f (x, tu) u2 dx& (2.2)
and the arguments of part (a) show that p(t)>0, p$(t)>0 for t>0 small.
Claim 1: limt   1t2  F(x, tu) dx= 12  g(x)(u
+)2 dx.
Claim 2: limt    f (x, tu) u2 dx= g(x)(u+)2 dx.
The proofs of these claims are similar, with the second one being simpler.
So, we only prove Claim 1 (see also [33]). We have
| F(x, tu) dx=| (|
tu(x)
0
f (x, s) s ds+ dx
=| (t2u2 (x) |
1
0
f (x, {tu(x)) { d{) dx,
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so that Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem yields
lim
t  
1
t2 | F(x, tu) dx= limt   | \u2 (x) |
1
0
f (x, {tu(x)) { d{+ dx
=
1
2 | g(x)(u
+)2 dx.
Now, since ( f2) gives f (x, s) as a nondecreasing function of s, (2.2) shows
that p$(t)t is a nonincreasing function of t and Claim 2 implies
lim
t  
p$(t)
t
=&u&2*&| g(x)(u+)2 dx.
Similarly, we obtain from (2.1) and Claim 1 that
lim
t  
p(t)
t2
=
1
2 \&u&2*&| g(x)(u+)2 dx+ .
Thus:
(A) If &u&2*& g(x)(u+)2 dx0, then p$(t)0 and p(t)=I* (tu)>0
\t>0;
(B) If &u&2*& g(x)(u+)2 dx<0, then there exist t0t1 with
t0=t0(u), t1=t1 (u), such that p$(t)>0 for t<t0 , p$(t)=0 for t0tt1 ,
and p$(t)<0 for t>t1 .
In particular, we have
t0 p$(t0)=(I$* (t0u), t0u) =&t0 u&2*&| f (x, t0u)(t0u)2 dx=0. (2.3)
Moreover,
max
0<t<
I* (tu)=I* (t u) \t # [t0 , t1], lim
t  
I* (tu)=&. (2.4)
We now consider the two possible cases:
Case 1: 4< &l .
In this case 4 is the principal eigenvalue of S. Letting >0 denote a
principal eigenfunction, we have
| |{| 2 dx&| g(x) 2 dx=4 | 2 dx;
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hence
&&2*&| g(x) 2 dx=(*+4) | 2 dx<0,
since *<|4|. Therefore, in view of (2.4), we have limt   I* (t)=&, so
that we can take e*=t for some large t to get I* (e*)0.
Case 2. 4=&l .
(We note, in particular, that this happens when f (x, s)=h(s) is inde-
pendent of x.)
In this case we have *<|4|=l . Now, if we take 0, # C 0 (R
N"B1),
where B1 is the unit ball in RN, and set ,_ (x)=_N2,(_x), then
| g(x) ,2_ (x) dx=| _Ng(x) ,2 (_x) dx
=|
RN "B1
g \x_+ ,2 (x) dx  l | ,2 (x) dx
as _  0. And, since |{,_ | 22=_
2 |{,| 22  0 and |,_ |
2
2=|,|
2
2 , we obtain
lim
_  0 \&,_&2*&| g(x) ,2_ (x) dx+=(*&l) | ,2 (x) dx<0.
Therefore, for _>0 sufficiently small we have &,_&2*& g(x) ,
2
_ (x) dx<0
so that, in view of (2.4), we can again take e*=t_ with t large to get
I* (e*)0. This completes the proof of Proposition 2.1. K
In the course of the proof of Proposition 2.1, we showed the following
result which is useful and of interest in its own right.
Proposition 2.2. Consider M*=[u{0 | (I$* (u), u) =&u&
2
*& f (x, u)
u2 dx=0] and let w # H1 (RN).
(a) If &w&2*& g(x)(w+)20, then R+w & M*=< and I* (tw)>0
\t>0;
(b) If &w&2*& g(x)(w+)2<0, then there exist 0<t0 (w)t1 (w) such
that t w # M* for t0t t1 and
max
0<t<
I* (tw)=I* (t w) \t # [t0 , t1], lim
t  
I* (tw)=&.
Remark 2.3. It is clear from the above proofs that, in case f (x, s)=h(s)
is independent of x, the results of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 still hold with
M* , I* , and g(x) replaced by M * , I

* , and l , respectively.
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We are now ready to show the existence of a positive solution to (P*).
For that, we first consider the problem at infinity:
(P) &2u+*u=h(u) u, u # H1 (RN), u>0.
We prove the existence of a solution to (P) by applying the mountain-
pass theorem (Proposition 1.2) to the corresponding functional I * defined
in (1.14):
I * (u)=
1
2 &u&
2
*&| H(u) dx, u # H1 (RN).
Indeed, by Proposition 2.1 (see Remark 2.3) we know that I * satisfies con-
ditions (a) and (b) and, by Theorem 1.6 (see Remark 1.7), it satisfies a
suitable form of Cerami’s compactness condition at all levels 0<cm* .
Let us consider the level
0<c* := inf
# # 1
sup
0t1
I * (#(t)),
where 1=[# # C([0, 1], H1 (RN)) | #(0)=0, I * (#(1))<0].
We will show next that c* m

* , so that c

* is a critical value of I

*
(Note that, in this case, we necessarily have c* =m

* since any critical
point of I * belongs to the set M

* ). In fact, given u # M

* , Proposition 2.2
and Remark 2.3 show that &u&2*&l  (u
+)2 dx<0, I * (tu)0 for tt1 (u),
and max0<t< I * (tu)=I

* (u). Therefore, if we consider #~ : [0, 1] 
H1 (RN), #~ (s)=st1u, then #~ # 1 and
c*  sup
0s1
I * (#~ (s)) sup
0<t<
I * (tu)=I

* (u).
Since u # M * was arbitrary, we conclude that c

* infu # M * I

* (u)=m

* .
This shows the existence of a solution u0 of (P) at the level c* =m

* :
I * (u0)=c

* =m

* . (2.5)
Finally, we show that (P*) has a positive solution for any 0<*<|4|.
Theorem 2.4. Assume ( f1)( f5) and 0<*<|4|. Then (P*) has a
positive solution.
Proof. As above, using Theorem 1.6 and Proposition 2.1 we see that I*
satisfies the conditions of Proposition 1.2, with the Cerami condition being
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satisfied at all levels c # (0, m* ). So, letting 1=[# # C([0, 1], H
1 (RN)) |
#(0)=0, I* (#(1))<0], we have that
0<c* := inf
# # 1
sup
0t1
I* (#(t))
is a critical value of I* provided we can show that c*<m* . It is now that
we use assumption ( f5) for the first time.
Indeed, by ( f5) we have that I* (u)I * (u) for all u # H
1 (RN). If u0
is the solution of (P) found above then, since u0 # M * , we have
I* (tu0)I * (tu0)0 for all tt1 (u0). Therefore, if # : [0, 1]  H
1 (RN),
# (s)=st1u0 , then # # 1. On the other hand, by Proposition 2.2 (see Remark 2.3),
if u0 # M * then necessarily
&u0&2*&l | (u+0 )2 dx<0
and, by taking the limit in ( f5), we have
g(x)= lim
s  
f (x, s) lim
s  
h(s)=l.
So, it follows that
&u0&2*& | g(x)(u+0 )2 dx&u0&2*&l | (u+0 )2 dx<0
and, using Proposition 2.2 once more, we conclude the existence of s>0
such that
max
0<t<
I* (tu0)=I* (su0).
Therefore, we have
c* sup
0s1
I* (# (s)) sup
0<t<
I* (tu0)=I* (su0)
<I * (su0)I

* (u0)=m

* ,
where the strict inequality follows from ( f5) and the last inequality from
the fact that u0 # M * . Thus, we obtain c*<m

* , and Theorem 1.6 together
with Proposition 1.2 prove the existence of a positive solution of (P*). K
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3. EXISTENCE OF MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS
In this section we obtain multiplicity results for problem (P*) under a
symmetry assumption on the nonlinearity. More precisely, we assume that
f # C(RN_R, R+) satisfies ( f1)( f4) and
( f6) f (x, &s)= f (x, s), \x # RN, s # R.
Then, it clearly follows that h # C(R, R+) and h(&s)=h(s) for all s # R.
Here, as in Section 1, we will find solutions of (P*) as critical points of
the energy functional I* defined in (1.1). Note that, by ( f6), I* is now an
even functional on H 1 (RN).
Now, we recall a multiplicity theorem for even functionals which will be
used in the proof of our multiplicity result. Let I # C1 (E, R) be an even
functional on an infinite dimensional Banach space E. Assume that
(i) I>0 on B\ "[0], I: on B\ , for some :, \>0,
(ii) There exists a k-dimensional subspace Xk of E such that
Xk & A0 is bounded and sup
u # Xk
I(u)=M<,
where
A0 :=[u # E | I(u)0].
Denoting by B1 the unit ball of E and S1 its boundary, let
1=[h # C(E, E) | h is an odd homeomorphism, h(0)=0, h(B1)/A0 ],
1m=[K/E | K is compact, &K=K, #(K & h(S1))m \ h # 1],
where #(K ) is the classical genus of a closed symmetric subset K/E (see
[25]).
Theorem 3.1. Let E be a Banach space and I # C1 (E, R) satisfy condi-
tions (i) and (ii) above. Further, assume that I satisfies (Ce)c for all
:cM. Let
bm := inf
K # 1m
sup
u # K
I(u), m=1, ..., k.
Then
(1) 0<:b1 } } } bk< and b1 , ..., bk are critical values of I;
(2) If bm=bm+1 for some m # [1, ..., k] then I has infinitely many
( pairs) of critical points corresponding to bm .
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When the functional I satisfies the PalaisSmale condition (PS)c for
:cM, a proof of Theorem 3.1 can be found in [25]. However, it is not
hard to see that the same proof works under the weaker Cerami condition
(Ce)c , :cM. So, our present task in this new setting is to determine
the values of c>0 for which (Ce)c holds true for our functional I* . In fact,
a closer look at the proofs of Lemma 1.3, Lemma 1.4, Proposition 1.5, and
Theorem 1.6 shows that, by the same arguments used in those results, we
can prove the following analogue of Theorem 1.6:
Theorem 3.2. Assume ( f1)( f4) and ( f6). If 0<*<|4| and *  _p (S ),
then the functional I* satisfies Cerami condition (Ce)c for all 0<c<m* .
Remark 3.3. Here, _p (S) denotes the point spectrum of the operator S
defined in (1.3). In other words,
_p (S)=[* # R | &2u& g(x) u=*u for some 0{u # H2 (RN)].
Remark 3.4. The following facts are known about the spectrum _(S)
(see [4]):
(a) S has a (nonessential) discrete spectrum in (&, &l); that is,
for any l>l , the spectrum of S in (&, &l) consists of a finite number
of eigenvalues of finite multiplicity.
(b) If lim |x|   (g(x)&l) |x|=0 then _p (S) & (&l , )=<.
Note that, under the hypothesis g(x)&l=o(1|x| ) above, it follows that
_p (S) is a countable subset of [4, &l].
We are now ready to state and prove our multiplicity result.
Theorem 3.5. Assume conditions ( f1)( f4), ( f6), and 0<*<|4| , *  _p (S).
Also, assume there exist k disjointly supported functions ,1 , ..., ,k # H1(RN)
such that
I* (,i)<0, (3.1)
&,i&2<
2m*
k
, (3.2)
for all 1ik, where I* is the energy functional defined in (1.1):
I* (u)= 12 &u&
2
*&| F(x, u) dx, u # H1 (RN).
Then problem (P*) has at least k pairs of nontrivial solutions.
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Proof. We will apply Theorem 3.1 to I* with E=H 1 (RN). First,
Proposition 2.1 implies that condition (i) of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied by I* .
Next, we define
Xk :=span[,i | 1ik]/H 1 (RN)
and show that supu # Xk I* (u)<m

* . Since the ,$i s have disjoint supports,
note that
I* \ :
k
i=1
t i,i+= :
k
i=1
I* (ti,i), (3.3)
where
I* (ti, i)= 12 t
2
i &,i&
2
*&| F(x, ti ,i) dx.
Now, we have the following two possibilities: (1) |ti |1; (2) |ti |>1.
(1) In this case, since ( f1) and ( f6) give that F(x, u)0 for all x # RN
and u # R, we use (3.2) to get
I* (ti, i)
1
2
t2i &,i&
2
*
1
2
&, i&2*<
m*
k
. (3.4)
(2) In this case, since ( f2) and ( f6) imply that F(x, tu)t2F(x, u) for
all |t|1 and u # R, we use (3.1) to get
I* (ti,i)t2i _ 12 &,i&2*&| F(x, , i) dx&=t2i I* (,i)<0. (3.5)
Therefore, (3.4) and (3.5) yield
sup
ti # R
I* (ti, i)<
m*
k
, lim
|t|  
I* (t,i)=&, 1ik, (3.6)
and it follows from (3.3) that
sup
u # Xk
I* (u)= sup
(t1, ..., tk) # R
k
I* \ :
k
i=1
ti ,i+<k } m

*
k
=m* . (3.7)
Thus, it is clear from (3.6) and (3.7) that condition (ii) of Theorem 3.1 is
also satisfied by our choice of Xk . Finally, Theorem 3.2 provides the
necessary Cerami condition, so that Theorem 3.1 can be applied to give the
desired multiplicity result. K
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Remark 3.6. In general, the problem of finding ,i # H1 (RN), 1ik,
satisfying (3.1) and (3.2) is not an easy task. Next, we will present a large
class of such asymptotically linear problems possessing multiple solutions.
Let a(x) # C(RN, R+), b(x) # C(RN, R+) and p(s) # C(R, R+) be func-
tions satisfying the following conditions:
(h1) There exists a>0 such that lim |x|   |x| (a(x)&a)=0;
(h2) b(x)0 and lim |x|   |x| b(x)=0;
(h3) p(s) is an even function, which is nondecreasing for 0s<
and satisfies p(s)>0 for s{0, lims  0 p(s)=0, lim |s|   p(s)= p>0.
Then, we define f+ (x, s)=(a(x)++b(x)) p(s), +>0, and consider the
problem
(P +) &2u+*u= f+ (x, u) u.
Note that, in view of (h1)(h3), the function f+ (x, s) satisfies all the condi-
tions ( f1)( f4) and ( f6), with
g(x) :=g+ (x)= p (a(x)++b(x)), h(s) :=a p(s), l=ap .
(3.8)
In particular, since lim |x|   f+ (x, s)=h(s) is independent of +, then, if we
recall the definitions of I * , M

* , and m

* in (1.14)(1.16), we see that m

*
is independent of +. Moreover, since (h1) and (h2) imply
lim
|x|  
|x| (g+ (x)&l)=0 \+>0, (3.9)
we conclude from Remark 3.4 that, if 0<*<l=a p then *  _p (S+)
for all +>0, where
S+ : H2 (RN)/L2 (RN)  L2 (RN), S+ (u) := &2u& g+ (x) u. (3.10)
Now, given k # N, we can easily choose k disjointly supported functions
0,1 , ..., ,k # C 0 (R
N) such that &,i&2*<2m* k and  b(x) P(, i) dx>0,
1ik, where P(s)=s0 p(t) t dt. Then, it follows that
I* (, i)= 12 &,i &
2
*&| F+ (x, , i) dx= 12 &,i&2*&| (a(x)++b(x)) P(, i) dx
 12 &, i&2*&+ | b(x) P(, i) dx,
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so that, for +>0 sufficiently large, we have I* (, i)<0, 1ik. We have
proved the following.
Theorem 3.7. Assume a(x) # C(RN, R+), b(x) # C(RN, R+), and p(s) #
C(R, R+) satisfy conditions (h1)(h3). Then, for any 0<*<ap , the
number of solutions of problem (P +) tends to infinity as +  .
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